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ACT for young adults ACT for young adults (16(16--28 year olds)28 year olds)
-- ACT used in group format as prevention or an early ACT used in group format as prevention or an early 
intervention aimed towards psychological illintervention aimed towards psychological ill--health and stresshealth and stress

Fredrik Fredrik LivheimLivheim
LicensedLicensed PsychologistPsychologist

www.livskompass.sewww.livskompass.se

Educational ObjectivesEducational Objectives
1. Learn how to apply an ACT1. Learn how to apply an ACT--consistent group consistent group 

approach to presenting problems of diffuse mental approach to presenting problems of diffuse mental 
health problems and stress.health problems and stress.

2. Learn how to work with the "life2. Learn how to work with the "life--compass" as a tool compass" as a tool 
for values clarification.for values clarification.

3. Learn exercises and metaphors that are easy to 3. Learn exercises and metaphors that are easy to 
adopt and use in your own clinical work, either adopt and use in your own clinical work, either 
individually or in individually or in group settings.  group settings.  

OverviewOverview
•• Why a course like this?Why a course like this?
-- Psychological health among young adults?Psychological health among young adults?

•• Does Does the intervention workthe intervention work? ? 
-- Summary of the research that is doneSummary of the research that is doneyy

•• How spreading an ACT intervention in a How spreading an ACT intervention in a 
large scale?large scale?

•• What is the course about?What is the course about?
-- Content of the course "ACTContent of the course "ACT-- To cope with stress and To cope with stress and 

promote health“  promote health“  

Why a course like this?Why a course like this?
Psychological health among young adults in Sweden?Psychological health among young adults in Sweden?

The Swedish national Council of The Swedish national Council of HealthHealth
&&

The National Board of Health and WelfareThe National Board of Health and Welfare

Satisfaction with life according to age Satisfaction with life according to age -- OECDOECD

11 år 13 år 15 år
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Problems with Problems with anxietyanxiety and and worryworry
WomanWoman and menand men 1616––24 24 yearyear 19881988––2005*.2005*.

IncreaseIncrease 270 %270 %

______ WomenWomen

______ MenMen

SourceSource: : The National Board of Health and WelfareThe National Board of Health and Welfare

IncreaseIncrease 280 %280 %

SleepSleep problemsproblems
Age16Age16––24 24 yearyear, 988, 988––2005*.2005*.

______ WomenWomen

______ MenMen

IncreaseIncrease 220 %220 %

IncreaseIncrease 360 %360 %

SourceSource: : The National Board of Health and WelfareThe National Board of Health and Welfare

Always Always tiredtired
Age 16Age 16––24 24 yearsyears, 1988, 1988––2005*.2005*.

IncreaseIncrease 200 %200 %

______ WomenWomen

______ MenMen

IncreaseIncrease 300 %300 %

SourceSource: : The National Board of Health and WelfareThe National Board of Health and Welfare

PsychologicalPsychological illill--healthhealth amongamong youthyouth
Since1968Since1968

Källa: Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2009Källa: Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2009

Problems with anxiety and worryProblems with anxiety and worry
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Hospital care among youth for different Hospital care among youth for different 
psychological illnessespsychological illnesses

..

1616––19 year, 198719 year, 1987––2007. 2007. 

Källa: Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2009Källa: Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2009

Hospital care for alcohol and substance Hospital care for alcohol and substance 
related diagnoses, 16related diagnoses, 16--24 year old24 year old

IncreaseIncrease 330 %330 %

IncreaseIncrease 180 %180 %

Källa: Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2009Källa: Socialstyrelsens Folkhälsorapport 2009

What is the cause of those What is the cause of those 
increases?increases?

WhyWhy this this coursecourse??

Young, healthy and depressed  Young, healthy and depressed  
-- a Swedish mysterya Swedish mystery

WhyWhy this this coursecourse??

Zero tolerance towardsZero tolerance towards
suffering has its pricesuffering has its price

The increase is mainly due to 4 causes:The increase is mainly due to 4 causes:

1. Increased unemployment1. Increased unemployment

2. ”Individualization”2. ”Individualization”
More choicesMore choices

Political issue, but we can influence Political issue, but we can influence 
how to cope with unemployment. how to cope with unemployment. 

One study underwayOne study underway..

This is what the course mainly This is what the course mainly 
-- More choicesMore choices
-- Less acceptance for psychological sufferingLess acceptance for psychological suffering

3. More alcohol 3. More alcohol 

4. Less sleep4. Less sleep

addresses. addresses. 

Working with through addressing Working with through addressing 
experiential avoidance. Also working experiential avoidance. Also working 

on a separate protocol. on a separate protocol. 

Probably related to stress and Probably related to stress and 
lifestyle. We are addressing this. lifestyle. We are addressing this. 
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IngelhartIngelhart

The ability to handle this open situation does not The ability to handle this open situation does not 
seem to have developed in the same pace as newseem to have developed in the same pace as new

You always want to You always want to 
make the best make the best 

choice when there choice when there 
is such great is such great 

freedomfreedom

But what if I make But what if I make 
the wrong choice!?!the wrong choice!?!

seem to  have developed in the same pace as new seem to  have developed in the same pace as new 
possibilities has been added.possibilities has been added.
Bad things (i.e.. violence, suppression) that earlier Bad things (i.e.. violence, suppression) that earlier 
was considered ”natural” are not accepted. This can was considered ”natural” are not accepted. This can 
lead to an experience of that problems are increasing lead to an experience of that problems are increasing 
although the ”phenomenon” is not increasing.  although the ”phenomenon” is not increasing.  

The attitude towards psychological problems can have The attitude towards psychological problems can have 
been changed, meaning that acceptance for been changed, meaning that acceptance for 
psychological problems can have decreased. psychological problems can have decreased. 

All those choices! All those choices! 
Blodsockret stiger

Bad thinking

Man andas 
snabbare

Endorfiner utsöndras
-smärta minskar

Hjärtat slår
snabbare

Blod-
kärlen drar

Luftvägarna
vidgas

The The stressreactionstressreaction

FightFight flightflight reactionreaction

Ökad svettning

kärlen drar
ihop sig

Blodet flyttas 
till större 
muskelgrupper

Fight Fight --flightflight reactionreaction

RelocationRelocation of of resourcesresources

ImportantImportant
for for survivalsurvival

Evolution in a new perspectiveEvolution in a new perspective
-- We are We are faceingfaceing new kind of threatsnew kind of threats
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In our development we are in a head on In our development we are in a head on 
collision with evolution, with language we collision with evolution, with language we 

can literally stress ourselves to death. can literally stress ourselves to death. 

Food for thought... Food for thought... 

We need to learn strategies that are  We need to learn strategies that are  
working so we can cope with how we are working so we can cope with how we are 

““languaginglanguaging” with ourselves.” with ourselves.
-- Fredrik Fredrik LivheimLivheim

How can I cope with my thinking so How can I cope with my thinking so 
it does not stress me to death?it does not stress me to death?

CD with 6 CD with 6 mindfulnessmindfulness excexc.. livheim@gmail.comlivheim@gmail.com

WhyWhy this this treatmenttreatment??

Psychological illPsychological ill--health has increased with  health has increased with  
200200--300% since the beginning of the 80s.300% since the beginning of the 80s.

The problem is well documented The problem is well documented BUTBUT very very 
little research is done about what to do little research is done about what to do 
about it.   about it.   

Summary of research on this Summary of research on this 
ACTACT--formatformat

Format of the interventionFormat of the intervention
What is this:What is this:
A short ACT group intervention for A short ACT group intervention for 
psychological illpsychological ill--health, stress, depression health, stress, depression 
and substance abuse. and substance abuse. 

Format:Format:
4 sessions á 3 hours, total of 12 hours 4 sessions á 3 hours, total of 12 hours 

Who gives it:Who gives it:
Psychologists, School counselors, School Psychologists, School counselors, School 
nurses, Teachers, Medical doctors, Social nurses, Teachers, Medical doctors, Social 
workers workers 
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SummarySummary of research on this format of research on this format 
Summary Summary 
4 studies done, at least 5 new underway  4 studies done, at least 5 new underway  

Done:Done:
RCT in school, 230 students ages 16RCT in school, 230 students ages 16--19. 2004 & 2006   19. 2004 & 2006   

(Livheim, (Livheim, JakobssonJakobsson & & WellinWellin))

RCT, ACT for stressed teachers 2007 RCT, ACT for stressed teachers 2007 ((AltboAltbo & & NordinNordin))

ACT for ACT for youthyouth at a at a drugdrug clinicclinic and and youthyouth psychpsych. 2008 . 2008 
((StavenowStavenow))

RCT for 106 social RCT for 106 social workersworkers 2010 2010 (Michanek & (Michanek & BrinkborgBrinkborg). ). 

Underway: Underway: 1. SNIPH replicates in schools. 2. Study at 1. SNIPH replicates in schools. 2. Study at 
unemployment offices, 3. Study at drug clinic, 4. Study in institutional care. unemployment offices, 3. Study at drug clinic, 4. Study in institutional care. 
5. In schools for “screened youth”. 5. In schools for “screened youth”. 

ACT for the Prevention of Stress and ACT for the Prevention of Stress and 
Anxiety in High SchoolAnxiety in High School

-- A Randomized Trial and One Year Follow UpA Randomized Trial and One Year Follow Up

RCT in RCT in schoolschool, , agesages 1616--19. 2004 & 2006   19. 2004 & 2006   
(Livheim, Jakobsson & (Livheim, Jakobsson & WellinWellin))

230 students in two different secondary schools were 230 students in two different secondary schools were 
randomized to either controlrandomized to either control-- or ACT intervention or ACT intervention 
groupgroup..

115 students got the ACT115 students got the ACT--course, 9 hrs (3 hrs x 3)course, 9 hrs (3 hrs x 3)

The aim of the intervention was to increase the The aim of the intervention was to increase the 
student's capability to cope with stress and to prevent student's capability to cope with stress and to prevent 
psychological and physical psychological and physical illnessillness

Results two weeks after interventionResults two weeks after intervention::
Significant decrease of anxiety and higher Significant decrease of anxiety and higher 
levels of functioning within biggest area of levels of functioning within biggest area of 

Did the ACTDid the ACT--intervention work?intervention work?

problem in life.problem in life.

88% of the students were satisfied or very 88% of the students were satisfied or very 
satisfied with the course. satisfied with the course. 

Comments on post measureComments on post measure

Boy 17 year Boy 17 year Intervention groupIntervention group
I really dig the CD hard. Thanks for it, it has helped me tremendously. This course has thanks I really dig the CD hard. Thanks for it, it has helped me tremendously. This course has thanks 
to the exercises given me more insight about myself, my values. Almost like seeing myself from to the exercises given me more insight about myself, my values. Almost like seeing myself from 
an another perspective. I have understood the meaning of being depressed, to fall into the an another perspective. I have understood the meaning of being depressed, to fall into the 
vicious circle and how one can get out of it. Clean versus dirty discomfort: to understand that vicious circle and how one can get out of it. Clean versus dirty discomfort: to understand that 
has given me greater self control.has given me greater self control.g gg g

Boy 16 year Boy 16 year Intervention groupIntervention group
Excellent and extremely interesting course. I wish more of the time in school was used to Excellent and extremely interesting course. I wish more of the time in school was used to 
necessary courses like this. That would make going to school so much more exciting and necessary courses like this. That would make going to school so much more exciting and 
interesting.interesting.

Boy 16 year Boy 16 year Intervention groupIntervention group
I opened up in the beginning, did the CD a couple of days, but oh no. I do not notice any I opened up in the beginning, did the CD a couple of days, but oh no. I do not notice any 
results, and believe me, if I answer more positively on this questionnaire it is not due to the results, and believe me, if I answer more positively on this questionnaire it is not due to the 
course. Constructive critic? Give up, give us pills against the stress!course. Constructive critic? Give up, give us pills against the stress!

ResultatResultatTID*Grupp; medelvärden
Effekt: F(1, 207)=4,5530, p=,03404
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Results one year after interventionResults one year after intervention
Interaction effects [group] x [time] in favour of the ACTInteraction effects [group] x [time] in favour of the ACT--group. Results are group. Results are 
based only on data from one school due to low return rates. based only on data from one school due to low return rates. 

Significant interaction effects:Significant interaction effects:

Better general Better general healthhealth
Measured by General Health Questionnaire (GHQ). Effect size , 0.14 Measured by General Health Questionnaire (GHQ). Effect size , 0.14 y ( )y ( )
Cohen's DCohen's D

Less stressLess stress
Measured by Measured by Perceived Stress Scale (PSS), Effect size 0.16 Cohen's DPerceived Stress Scale (PSS), Effect size 0.16 Cohen's D

Interaction effect on trend level:Interaction effect on trend level:

Improved psychological Improved psychological flexibilityflexibility
Measured by Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ 8)Measured by Acceptance and Action Questionnaire (AAQ 8)

Comments one year laterComments one year later
Boy 19 yearsBoy 19 years Intervention groupIntervention group
I have approximately as much to do now as when the course started, yet I fell less stressed I have approximately as much to do now as when the course started, yet I fell less stressed 
now. I do not know if it is because I have taken part in this course or not, I believe mainly it now. I do not know if it is because I have taken part in this course or not, I believe mainly it 
depends on that I have started to accept things I cannot control over much more. depends on that I have started to accept things I cannot control over much more. 

Girl 17 yearsGirl 17 years Intervention group Intervention group 
I have not used the CD, I donI have not used the CD, I don´́t seem to take me that time. But the course has made me t seem to take me that time. But the course has made me 
realise that the world does not end if something takes too much time or if there is something I realise that the world does not end if something takes too much time or if there is something I 
do not manage to finish NO STRESS!do not manage to finish NO STRESS!do not manage to finish. NO STRESS!do not manage to finish. NO STRESS!

Boy 18 yearsBoy 18 years Intervention groupIntervention group
The CD is very good! I still use it. I have not become a bit beteer at doing homework, but due The CD is very good! I still use it. I have not become a bit beteer at doing homework, but due 
to the course I now i feel so much better. I do accept that I do not always manage everything, to the course I now i feel so much better. I do accept that I do not always manage everything, 
but do what I have time to. One thing at a time. but do what I have time to. One thing at a time. 

Girl 18 yearsGirl 18 years Intervention group Intervention group 
It has been a good and interesting experience! Still of immediate importance. I experience an It has been a good and interesting experience! Still of immediate importance. I experience an 
improvement of myself.improvement of myself.

Anxiety and stressAnxiety and stress

77

6.56.5

66 Ordinary Ordinary 
techingteching

7.57.5

Results two years after interventionResults two years after intervention

BeforeBefore 1 1 yearyear

4.54.5

5.55.5

55

ACT courseACT course

techingteching

2 year2 year

44

Results Results two years two years after interventionafter intervention
Interaction effects [group] x [time] in favour of the ACTInteraction effects [group] x [time] in favour of the ACT--group. group. 

Significant interaction effects:Significant interaction effects:

Less stressLess stress

LessLess AnxietyAnxietyLess Less AnxietyAnxiety

ImprovedImproved cognitivecognitive processingprocessing

ImprovedImproved general general healthhealth

ImprovedImproved psychologicalpsychological flexibilitflexibilit. . 

Does the ACTDoes the ACT--intervention work intervention work 
in clinical setting and with groupin clinical setting and with groupin clinical setting and with group in clinical setting and with group 

leaders new to ACT?leaders new to ACT?

ACT ACT -- To prevent stress and promote health To prevent stress and promote health 
Psychological Treatment of Youth under Stressful ConditionsPsychological Treatment of Youth under Stressful Conditions

–– A pilot evaluation of the impact of ACT in an adolescent groupA pilot evaluation of the impact of ACT in an adolescent group
2007 Emma 2007 Emma StavenowStavenow

PrePre-- post data in the ACTpost data in the ACT--group. group. 

Significant  effects:Significant  effects:

Higher experiences of subjective wellHigher experiences of subjective well--beingbeingHigher experiences of subjective wellHigher experiences of subjective well--beingbeing

Improved psychological flexibilityImproved psychological flexibility

Better general healthBetter general health

Less stressLess stress

Less depressive tendenciesLess depressive tendencies
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ACT for social ACT for social workersworkers
-- RCT by RCT by BrinkborgBrinkborg & Michanek 2009& Michanek 2009

106 social workers in the city of Stockholm106 social workers in the city of Stockholm

Randomization to our ACTRandomization to our ACT--groups (n=70, totally 12 hrs) or waitlist (n=36).groups (n=70, totally 12 hrs) or waitlist (n=36).

Significant interaction effects:Significant interaction effects:

-- Less stress Less stress CohensCohens D: 0.72D: 0.72

-- Less burnout Less burnout CohensCohens D: 0.50D: 0.50

-- Better general healthBetter general health CohensCohens D: 0.38D: 0.38

-- What grade do you give the full course? What grade do you give the full course? 
Average: 4.5 (1Average: 4.5 (1--5)5)

Two cool new studies... Two cool new studies... 

1. 1. ACT in group (12 hrs) versus SSRI in ACT in group (12 hrs) versus SSRI in 
primary careprimary care

2 And2 And2. And ...2. And ...

ACT via Iphone, VIARY

How spreading an ACT How spreading an ACT 
intervention in a large scale?intervention in a large scale?intervention in a large scale?intervention in a large scale?

WhatWhat has has beenbeen donedone so far?so far?
150 group leaders are trained (until 2010)150 group leaders are trained (until 2010)

6 new instructors are trained6 new instructors are trained

Manual and Manual and workmaterialworkmaterial is readyis ready

150 group leaders are trained (until 2010)150 group leaders are trained (until 2010)

6 new instructors are trained6 new instructors are trained

Manual and workmaterial is readyManual and workmaterial is ready

A homepage is existingA homepage is existing

5 new RCTs are on their way5 new RCTs are on their way

Collaboration with school doctors and other Collaboration with school doctors and other 

A homepage is existingA homepage is existing

5 new RCTs are on their way5 new RCTs are on their way

Collaboration with school doctors and other Collaboration with school doctors and other 

To To becomebecome group group leaderleader

Courses are given by Stockholm County Council and  Courses are given by Stockholm County Council and  
KarolinskaKarolinska institutetinstitutet. . 

4 sessions á 6 hours (total of 24 hours)4 sessions á 6 hours (total of 24 hours)

Group leaders are giving an own group while learningGroup leaders are giving an own group while learningGroup leaders are giving an own group while learning Group leaders are giving an own group while learning 
the method. the method. 

Group leaders are leading groups two and two. Group leaders are leading groups two and two. 

Group leaders are recruiting groups themselves.Group leaders are recruiting groups themselves.

Group leaders need written permission Group leaders need written permission frpmfrpm their their 
nearest boss. nearest boss. 
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WrittenWritten questionsquestions on:on:

GetGet outout of your mind andof your mind and intointo your lifeyour life

To To becomebecome group group leaderleader

Get Get outout of your mind and of your mind and intointo your lifeyour life

”ACT ”ACT mademade simple”simple”

Film Film oneone of the sessions given. of the sessions given. 

The education is aimed at professionals wanting to The education is aimed at professionals wanting to 
hold courses for 16hold courses for 16--28 year olds.28 year olds.

Possible group leaders include:Possible group leaders include:

PsychologistsPsychologists

To To becomebecome group group leaderleader

School counselorsSchool counselors
School nursesSchool nurses
TeachersTeachers
Medical doctorsMedical doctors
Social workers Social workers 

RegistrationRegistration &&
information:information: livheim@gmail.comlivheim@gmail.com

What is the course about?What is the course about?
-- Content of the course "ACTContent of the course "ACT-- To cope with stressTo cope with stressContent of the course ACTContent of the course ACT To cope with stress To cope with stress 

and promote health“ and promote health“ 

ACT ACT –– To To copecope with stress and with stress and promotepromote healthhealth
Fredrik Fredrik LivheimLivheim

www.livskompass.sewww.livskompass.se

Some important ingredients Some important ingredients 
in this treatment: in this treatment: 

Learn to cope with the stress that is Learn to cope with the stress that is inivatbleinivatble in in 
our livesour lives

Normalizing of the fact that life hurts (parts of Normalizing of the fact that life hurts (parts of 
the time).the time).

Investigate into how we want our lives to be Investigate into how we want our lives to be 

How can we deal with obstacles so that we can How can we deal with obstacles so that we can 
create the lives we want to live? create the lives we want to live? 

Session 1 Session 1 
–– AboutAbout stress, stress, languagelanguage and and acceptanceacceptance
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This This weeksweeks thoughtthought

”Life is not a problem to be solved, ”Life is not a problem to be solved, butbut a a 
litlit t bt b i di d””realityreality to be to be experiencedexperienced” ” 

-- Søren Kierkegaard Søren Kierkegaard (1813(1813--1855)1855)

ParticipantParticipant and group and group leaderleader

Overview for the courseOverview for the course

•• How has that worked for you?How has that worked for you?
•• Don't believe a word Don't believe a word we are we are saying! saying! 
•• What does your experience tell you? Your What does your experience tell you? Your 

i i id T di i id T dexperience is your guide. Try and experience is your guide. Try and 
investigate.investigate.

•• Give yourself one month and try this full Give yourself one month and try this full 
out (that is a small part of your life that can out (that is a small part of your life that can 
change a lot).change a lot).

CD with 6 CD with 6 excercisesexcercises
www.livskompass.sewww.livskompass.se

Session 1Session 1

Frames (secrecy, content etc)  Frames (secrecy, content etc)  
What is stress?What is stress?
Shall I change or accept?Shall I change or accept?

BreakBreakBreakBreak
Avoiding thoughts and emotionsAvoiding thoughts and emotions
Thinking can produce sufferingThinking can produce suffering
MindfulnessMindfulness
Practice at homePractice at home

WhatWhat is stress?is stress?
Stress is a bodily reaction that comes up in the Stress is a bodily reaction that comes up in the 

interplay between people and environmentinterplay between people and environment

B dilB dil titi

Stress

Person
(Me)

Environment

BodilyBodily reactionreaction
StressStress
””-- This is too much! I am not coping! I will not make it!!!”This is too much! I am not coping! I will not make it!!!”

(My experience is that the environment puts more pressure (My experience is that the environment puts more pressure 
on me then I can manage to meet up to)on me then I can manage to meet up to)
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WhatWhat cancan cause stress?cause stress?

-- an an excerciseexcercise

1111

Blodsockret stiger

Man tänker dåligt

Man andas 
snabbare

Endorfiner utsöndras
-smärta minskar

Hjärtat slår
snabbare

Blod-
kärlen drar

Luftvägarna
vidgas

The The stressreactionstressreaction

FightFight flightflight reactionreaction

Ökad svettning

kärlen drar
ihop sig

Blodet flyttas 
till större 
muskelgrupper

Fight Fight --flightflight reactionreaction

RelocationRelocation of of resourcesresources

ImportantImportant
for for survivalsurvival

The brain is not always our friendThe brain is not always our friend

1313

Our brain is a:Our brain is a:
”do not get killed machine””do not get killed machine”

developed in a world full of dangersdeveloped in a world full of dangers

1414

Have you ever been stressed?Have you ever been stressed?

What happens in the body?What happens in the body?

Thinking?Thinking?

Mood?Mood?

Behavior (things we do)?Behavior (things we do)?

SignsSigns of stressof stressS g sS g s o st esso st ess
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Signs of stressSigns of stress

Physical signsPhysical signs::
Problems with sleepProblems with sleep
HeadacheHeadache
Pain in stomachPain in stomachPain in stomachPain in stomach
Racing heartRacing heart
Tensions in the bodyTensions in the body
Ache and painAche and pain
Dry mouthDry mouth
Impotency/no lust for sexImpotency/no lust for sex

Signs of stressSigns of stress

Mood:Mood:
IrritationIrritation
Feeling exhaustedFeeling exhausted
Cry attacksCry attacksCry attacksCry attacks
Lack of emotionsLack of emotions

Signs of stressSigns of stress

Thinking:Thinking:
Confused Confused 
”Brings school home””Brings school home”
Diffi lti t i itiDiffi lti t i itiDifficulties to prioritizeDifficulties to prioritize
Problems with concentratingProblems with concentrating
ForgetfulForgetful
”Tunnel vision””Tunnel vision”
Don’t see possibilitiesDon’t see possibilities

Signs of stressSigns of stress

Things that one do:Things that one do:

Eats much more or much lessEats much more or much lessEats much more or much lessEats much more or much less
Use of alcohol or drugs to numb oneselfUse of alcohol or drugs to numb oneself
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Two ways of handeling stressTwo ways of handeling stress
To oversimplify, there are two ways:To oversimplify, there are two ways:

1. Remove the cause of the stress1. Remove the cause of the stress
It is good and reasonable to change bad conditions! And it can It is good and reasonable to change bad conditions! And it can 
also be difficult to live the life we want to live without being also be difficult to live the life we want to live without being 
exposed to stress. When working or studying it is difficult to exposed to stress. When working or studying it is difficult to 
completely avoidcompletely avoidp yp y

2. Change the interpretation of stress2. Change the interpretation of stress
That is to find good ways to relate to stress. Work with our That is to find good ways to relate to stress. Work with our 
capability to manage the demands we are faced with.capability to manage the demands we are faced with.

School and work are two big areas where people gets stressed.School and work are two big areas where people gets stressed.

What is effective for stress?What is effective for stress?
1. 1. ChangeChange or get rid of things that stresses youor get rid of things that stresses you

2. 2. AcceptAccept what we cannot change or get rid ofwhat we cannot change or get rid of

33 RestorationRestoration including sleepincluding sleep3. 3. RestorationRestoration, , including sleepincluding sleep

4. 4. ExerciseExercise

5. 5. MindfulnessMindfulness, , 
beeingbeeing here and now, and relate wisely to difficultieshere and now, and relate wisely to difficulties

2424

1. 1. ChangeChange or get rid of things that stresses youor get rid of things that stresses you

Things we can, and maybe should change?Things we can, and maybe should change?

WorkloadWorkload

What is effective for stress?What is effective for stress?

Getting organized Getting organized (calendar, asking for schedules etc)(calendar, asking for schedules etc)

RelationsRelations

Do you have suggestions about things you Do you have suggestions about things you 
should change? should change? 2525

What is effective for stress?What is effective for stress?
1. Change or get rid of things that stresses you

2. 2. AcceptAccept what we cannot change or get rid ofwhat we cannot change or get rid of

3 Restoration including sleep3. Restoration, including sleep

4. Exercise

5. Mindfulness, 
beeing here and now, and relate wisely to difficulties

2424

S:T Franciskus prayerS:T Franciskus prayer

God, give me the strength to accept God, give me the strength to accept 
what I cannot change, courage to what I cannot change, courage to 
change what I can change.change what I can change.

And the wisdom to know the difference. And the wisdom to know the difference. 

What we usually needs to acceptWhat we usually needs to accept

That we will dieThat we will die
Time Time –– The present, our history and our The present, our history and our 
futurefuture
Th b dTh b d f ti i illf ti i illThe body The body -- functions, pain, illness functions, pain, illness 
LooksLooks
Thoughts, images and dreamsThoughts, images and dreams
That we have to actThat we have to act
Emotions Emotions -- negative and positivenegative and positive
Other peopleOther people
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What we usually needs to acceptWhat we usually needs to accept

Crises and other difficult circumstancesCrises and other difficult circumstances
Mundane daysMundane days
Night and sleeplessnessNight and sleeplessness
Being Being tiredtired
Sexual orientationSexual orientation
UnabilityUnability to acceptto accept

The The brainbrain is not is not alwaysalways
ourour friendfriend

Our brain is a Our brain is a 
”Don”Don´́tt--getget--eateneaten--machine”machine”

••We have gotten this far thanks to our brain and We have gotten this far thanks to our brain and 
logic… logic… 

••The brain is good at dangers and sudden The brain is good at dangers and sudden 
threatsthreatsthreats…threats…

••When we lived in caves… When we lived in caves… 
••Modern man has existed for 35 000 years... Modern man has existed for 35 000 years... 
••The fightThe fight--flight mechanism… flight mechanism… 
••Sadly the body reacts in the same way Sadly the body reacts in the same way 

confronted with a lion as stress associated with confronted with a lion as stress associated with 
an exam (or other psychological stress).an exam (or other psychological stress).

The difference between inner and outer problemsThe difference between inner and outer problems

Outer problems:Outer problems:
”If there is something you do not like, ”If there is something you do not like, 
figure out a way to get rid of it and get rid figure out a way to get rid of it and get rid 
of it” of it” 

Inner problems: Inner problems: 
”If you are not willing to have the thoughts ”If you are not willing to have the thoughts 
and emotions, then you are stuck with and emotions, then you are stuck with 
them”them”

3535

Inner problems: Inner problems: 

”If you are not willing to have the thoughts ”If you are not willing to have the thoughts 
and emotions, then you are stuck with them”and emotions, then you are stuck with them”

Why is that so?Why is that so?

3535

The best lie detector in the worldThe best lie detector in the world

The best lie detector in the worldThe best lie detector in the world

3939
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Do not Do not thinkthink……

… at the … at the numbersnumbers: : 

1111
44
77

4141

Even beautiful experiences can evoke painEven beautiful experiences can evoke pain

42424242

Some people are to stupid to have anxiety. That is clever

Natural pain, natural discomfort:  Natural pain, natural discomfort:  

Are we going to have during our livesAre we going to have during our lives

Natural pain or unnecessary pain?Natural pain or unnecessary pain?

Are we going to have during our lives.Are we going to have during our lives.

Varies in Varies in intesityintesity. . 

It is natural that life hurts parts of the time.It is natural that life hurts parts of the time.

4343

Unnecessary pain, Unnecessary pain, 
unnecessary discomfortunnecessary discomfort

Comes when we do not want to experience the Comes when we do not want to experience the 
natural pain, then we add “unnecessary pain”.natural pain, then we add “unnecessary pain”.

Through acting wisely on “natural pain” we canThrough acting wisely on “natural pain” we canThrough acting wisely on natural pain , we can Through acting wisely on natural pain , we can 
avoid creating more pain for ourselves. For avoid creating more pain for ourselves. For 
instance not be so stressed over being stressed. instance not be so stressed over being stressed. 

Remember the example of the broken arm. The Remember the example of the broken arm. The 
arm is broken (natural pain) and how I react arm is broken (natural pain) and how I react 
upon this can cause more (unnecessary) pain. .   upon this can cause more (unnecessary) pain. .   

4444
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Acceptance and Acceptance and willingneswillingnes as an as an 
alternativealternative

-- An An excerciseexcercise

4646

FiveFive animalsanimals
1.1. The The deerdeer

2.2. The The bearbear

3. 3. The The monkeymonkey

4.4. The The cranecrane

5. 5. The eagleThe eagle

To fall into quicksand To fall into quicksand 

4747

Why can it be hard to accept?Why can it be hard to accept?

Most of the time we can control outer Most of the time we can control outer 
problems, so we use the same strategy on problems, so we use the same strategy on 
inner problems. inner problems. 

Control sometimes work in the short run. Control sometimes work in the short run. 

Happiness = Happiness = abscensceabscensce of painof pain
(the medical model)(the medical model)

4848

The ”medical model”… The ”medical model”… 

A very A very tragicaltragical misunderstanding within misunderstanding within 
psychology?psychology?

Swedish doctors:

CURE 
YOUR 

WORRY

Fredrik Livheim, leg.psykologFredrik Livheim, leg.psykolog

WORRY 
AND 

ANXIETY  
new method this summer
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AboutAbout life life 

XX

Session 2 Session 2 –– Your life compassYour life compass
-- The cool and important stuff that really matters in lifeThe cool and important stuff that really matters in life

How much have you practicedHow much have you practiced??
1. 1. MindfulnessMindfulness Max 8 + 5 pointsMax 8 + 5 points
a) a) ExcerciseExcercise 1 or 2 at least 4 times/week 1 or 2 at least 4 times/week 
Max 8 points Max 8 points (4 (4 poängpoäng//veckavecka))

b) Extremely present in an everyday activity.  b) Extremely present in an everyday activity.  
Max 5 points  Max 5 points  ((omom minstminst fem fem dagardagar//veckavecka, 4p , 4p omom fyrafyra dagardagar/v o s v)/v o s v)

2. Acceptance2. Acceptance Max 4 pointsMax 4 points
What happens when you accept ? When you struggle?What happens when you accept ? When you struggle?What happens when you accept ? When you struggle? What happens when you accept ? When you struggle? 
Max 4 points Max 4 points (2 (2 poängpoäng//veckavecka))

3. Change3. Change MaxMax 4 points4 points
Have you made a change? Workload? Overview? Relations? Have you made a change? Workload? Overview? Relations? 
Max 4 points Max 4 points ((bedömbedöm självsjälv vilkenvilken poängpoäng du du gerger dig, 4 = dig, 4 = storastora förändringarförändringar))

4. 4. ExcerciseExcercise Max 4 pointsMax 4 points
At least a 30 minutes fast walk twice a week.At least a 30 minutes fast walk twice a week.
Max 4 Max 4 poängpoäng ((tvåtvå poängpoäng//veckavecka))

Total max 25 p Total max 25 p 44

Övat hemmaÖvat hemma

NamnNamn CD CD 
(max 8 p)(max 8 p)

PrescencePrescence
(max 5 p)(max 5 p)

AcceptanceAcceptance
(max 4 p) (max 4 p) 

ChangeChange
(max 4 p) (max 4 p) 

ExcerciseExcercise
(max 4 p)(max 4 p)

TotalTotal
(max 25 p)(max 25 p)

Hanna MHanna M 11 55 22 11 44 1313
JuliannJuliann SS 33 55 22 22 44 1616
Carolina JCarolina J 77 55 44 00 44 2020
Ola SOla S 11 33 22 11 44 1111
Emelie HEmelie H 44 55 44 33 44 2020
Marianne KMarianne K 33 33 44 22 44 1616Marianne KMarianne K 33 33 44 22 44 1616
Bela HBela H 33 22 44 33 44 1616
Sofie  MSofie  M 44 55 22 44 44 1919
Birgitta TBirgitta T 44 44 22 22 44 1616
Niklas WNiklas W 44 55 44 00 44 1717
Jan NJan N 22 55 22 44 22 1616
Tove ATove A 22 44 44 22 44 1616
Marica LMarica L 66 55 44 00 44 1919
Åsa SjöwallÅsa Sjöwall 44 44 22 22 44 1616

5:15:1

The life The life compasscompasspp

Goals and meaning in life…Goals and meaning in life…
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This This weeksweeks thoughtthought

” If” If you do not know where you are going, it you do not know where you are going, it 
does not matter which road you takedoes not matter which road you take.”.”

-- Alice in wonderland, Lewis Alice in wonderland, Lewis CarollCaroll, , 18651865

The The LifecompassLifecompass
Relations

Work/educationSpare time

1111
5757

Work/education

Health

Spare time

The The LifecompassLifecompass
Relations

Work/educationSpare time

RELATION
Intimate relations

Family

Frinds/social life

WORK/EDUCATION
Work

Education

1111
5757

Work/education

Health

Spare time
Leisure activities

Own time, spirituality

Caring for others/nature

HEALTH
Food

Sleep

Excercise

”- We have told him that 
it is impossible, but he

does not want to listen.”

90 90 
yearsyears!!

1818

Your Your lifecompasslifecompass the last the last weekweek

1010

00
55

Create closeness in family
Get an intimate relation Fun with friends

Be in nature
Learn more all the time

1111

Living to the fullest, 
bathing and so on

Home that I like

Sex quite often

Enough sleep

Regular excercise
Nice and varied food

Have fun at work

Contribute to something
impotarnt

1111
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RelationsRelations
(partners, (partners, familyfamily, friends, , friends, parenthoodparenthood))

Breaking down values into action, an exampleBreaking down values into action, an example::

ValueValue ActionAction HindranceHindrance

Friends
H   f i d

- Call Linda and ask about •I´ll be too nervous
Have many frineds taking a coffee

- Ask Peter in my course if 
we shall study together.

•They don´t want to be w. me
•I´ll seem desperate
•I am boring to be with

15:115:1

How can we deal with hindrances?How can we deal with hindrances?

2424

Life is like a bus with scary Life is like a bus with scary 
passengers…passengers…

2626

RelationsRelations

Different ways to deal withDifferent ways to deal with
hindrances:hindrances:

1. Compromise with thoughts 1. Compromise with thoughts 

2. Persuade thoughts2. Persuade thoughts

3. Accept thoughts 3. Accept thoughts 

4. Accept thoughts and take action 4. Accept thoughts and take action 

2727
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Take your difficult thoughts and feeling in a firm Take your difficult thoughts and feeling in a firm 
grip and walk towards what you think is grip and walk towards what you think is 

important. important. 

3030

””butbut” ” or or ”and””and”??

3131

All All thosethose
”musts””musts”

3939

My My dreamdream
jobjob

To go towards what I think is importantTo go towards what I think is important

4141

Session 3 Session 3 –– Hindrances and flexibilityHindrances and flexibility

Which passenger is telling you what to do now?

Session  3Session  3

Repetition of session 1 and 2Repetition of session 1 and 2
Follow up of practice at homeFollow up of practice at home
Introduction to session 3Introduction to session 3

PausePausePausePause

Psychological flexibilityPsychological flexibility
How we are valuing and judging by using How we are valuing and judging by using 
language language 
Landing in our observing selvesLanding in our observing selves

PausePause

Practice at homePractice at home
Short  repetitionShort  repetition
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This This weeksweeks thoughtthought

”Even the person that does not”Even the person that does not
dare to live dies one day”dare to live dies one day”

-- Thomas DiLevaThomas DiLeva

I am scared of I am scared of hightshights!! ””To dare is to loose 
To dare is to loose 

To not dare is to loo
To not dare is to loo

--S
ø

S
ø

foothold for a w
hile. 

foothold for a w
hile. 

ose oneself
ose oneself””
øren  K

ierkegaard (1813
øren  K

ierkegaard (1813--1855) 
1855) 2020

What is most important?What is most important?
-- The goal or the road there?The goal or the road there?

A definition of A definition of mindfulnessmindfulness

Mindfulness means paying attention in a Mindfulness means paying attention in a 
particular way:particular way:

on purpose,on purpose,p p ,p p ,

in the present in the present momentimomenti nuetnuet

and and nonjudgmentallynonjudgmentally
–– JON KABATJON KABAT--ZINNZINN

-- Are Are wewe therethere soonsoon!?!!?!

Fredrik Livheim, leg.psykologFredrik Livheim, leg.psykolog

MindfulnessMindfulness

Fredrik Livheim, leg.psykologFredrik Livheim, leg.psykolog
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An An objectobject you you nevernever havehave
seenseen beforebefore!!seenseen beforebefore!!

WhyWhy mindfulnessmindfulness??
Regular training has according to research Regular training has according to research 
many good effects, among other:many good effects, among other:

Lessens stress  Lessens stress  

Can prevent depression or relapse in depression Can prevent depression or relapse in depression 

Lessen anxiety, stress and gives better thinking.Lessen anxiety, stress and gives better thinking.

Increases the body's immune defense and ability to self heal. Increases the body's immune defense and ability to self heal. 

Gives better sleepGives better sleep

One gets better at handling pain. One gets better at handling pain. 

One gets more cleverOne gets more clever

We become more free too choose how we want to live life. We can  We become more free too choose how we want to live life. We can  
learn to feel feelings, see thoughts for what they are AND choose how we learn to feel feelings, see thoughts for what they are AND choose how we 
want to ACT upon them. Thus we can create the lives we want to live. want to ACT upon them. Thus we can create the lives we want to live. 

DefusionDefusion from from languagelanguage

DifferencesDifferences betwwenbetwwen
ActualActual propertiesproperties: : 

-- This is a plastic penThis is a plastic pen

Valuing/judgingValuing/judging
((aboutabout the the actualactual propertiesproperties))

-- This pen is uglyThis pen is ugly
-- The door is rectangularThe door is rectangular
-- My colleague is talking My colleague is talking 
-- I weigh 79 kiloI weigh 79 kilo
-- I have blond hair I have blond hair 

-- The door is badThe door is bad
-- My colleague is stupidMy colleague is stupid
-- I am fatI am fat
-- Blond hair is disgustingBlond hair is disgusting
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Different Different waysways of ”of ”relatingrelating””
(v(valuingaluing/judging about the actual properties)/judging about the actual properties)

For instance:For instance:

GoodGood –– BadBad
PleasantPleasant –– UnpleasantUnpleasant
BearableBearable –– UnbearableUnbearable
CoolCool –– GeekyGeeky
Better thenBetter then –– Worse then Worse then 
SafeSafe –– Unsafe Unsafe 
CleverClever –– Stupid Stupid 

… and so on… and so on

ImagineImagine Madonna or Bono…Madonna or Bono…

In what way are: In what way are: 

You You worse thenworse then Madonna/BonoMadonna/Bono

You You better thenbetter then Madonna/Bono  Madonna/Bono  

You You the cause of the cause of starvationstarvation 4141

The paradox, the tough part is:The paradox, the tough part is:

Language is great, but:Language is great, but:

I can imagine how my reality is worse then other I can imagine how my reality is worse then other 
peoplespeoples
Gives awareness about painful eventsGives awareness about painful events

Our thinking creates sufferingOur thinking creates suffering

Gives awareness about painful eventsGives awareness about painful events
Can compare self to idealsCan compare self to ideals

Awareness about deathAwareness about death
We can imagine future painWe can imagine future pain
I can compare myself with (unrealistic?) idealsI can compare myself with (unrealistic?) ideals

Beauty ideals 
seriously 

harms you and 
people in your 
surroundings

Some ideals 
kill!

Clean vs. Clean vs. dirtydirty discomfortdiscomfort……

It is not so It is not so muchmuch
howhow you you havehave it, it, 
butbut howhow you you 

taketake itit

sincesince i i realizedrealized
that… that… 

my my pastpast is not a is not a 
bigbig problem problem 
anymoreanymore

Fredrik Livheim, leg.psykologFredrik Livheim, leg.psykolog
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”- We have told him that 
it is impossible, but he

does not want to listen.”

The farmer and the horse…The farmer and the horse…

MilkMilk milkmilk milkmilkMilk, Milk, milkmilk, , milkmilk

I am stupid!I am stupid!I am stupid!I am stupid!

Life is like a Life is like a chessboardchessboard
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ShutShut offoff the autopilot…the autopilot…

DD thithi itit !!Do Do somethingsomething new or new or oppositeopposite! ! 

Not vitalNot vital VitalVital

Session 4 Session 4 –– To move onTo move on
-- Compassion, communication and repetitionCompassion, communication and repetition

77

ConflictsConflicts

1111
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To get To get runrun overover

1414

Standing up for Standing up for myselfmyself
-- to to saysay nono

1515

DareDare to to choosechoose
-- daredare to to saysay nono

and and 
daredare to to saysay yesyes

Gör egna val och följ dem. Gör egna val och följ dem. 

Säg ja utan tvekan och mena det. Det ger dig förutom Säg ja utan tvekan och mena det. Det ger dig förutom 
mycket att göra även många olika erfarenhetermycket att göra även många olika erfarenhetermycket att göra även många olika erfarenheter.mycket att göra även många olika erfarenheter.

När vi säger ja ofta lär vi oss för det mesta en massa När vi säger ja ofta lär vi oss för det mesta en massa 
nytt. Kolla av med dig själv vad som är steg i riktning mot nytt. Kolla av med dig själv vad som är steg i riktning mot 
att skapa det liv du vill leva. att skapa det liv du vill leva. 

Kom ihåg att du alltid kan be om betänketid innan du ger Kom ihåg att du alltid kan be om betänketid innan du ger 
ett definitivt svar. ett definitivt svar. 

När det gäller arbete och överenskommelser kan det, När det gäller arbete och överenskommelser kan det, 
innan du säger definitivt ja, vara bra att kräva att få veta innan du säger definitivt ja, vara bra att kräva att få veta 
vilket ansvar detta innebär eller förhandla eventuell lön.vilket ansvar detta innebär eller förhandla eventuell lön. 1919

An An excerciseexcercise in compassionin compassion

2828

6565

Good Good luckluck!!!!!!

CreateCreate the life you the life you wantwant live!live!
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A A summarysummary of the intervention in of the intervention in threethree wordswords,,

AcceptAccept
ChooseChoose

TakeTake actionaction

ACTACT

Educational ObjectivesEducational Objectives
1. Learn how to apply an ACT1. Learn how to apply an ACT--consistent group consistent group 

approach to presenting problems of diffuse mental approach to presenting problems of diffuse mental 
health problems and stress.health problems and stress.

2. Learn how to work with the "life2. Learn how to work with the "life--compass" as a tool compass" as a tool 
for values clarification.for values clarification.

3. Learn exercises and metaphors that are easy to 3. Learn exercises and metaphors that are easy to 
adopt and use in your own clinical work, either adopt and use in your own clinical work, either 
individually or in individually or in group settings.  group settings.  

ThankThank you!you!

Fredrik Fredrik LivheimLivheim
licensedlicensed psychologistpsychologist, , 
projectleaderprojectleader ACTACT

FORUM FORUM -- Research Centre for AdolescentResearch Centre for Adolescent
PsychoPsycho--Social Health, Social Health, Karolinska Karolinska InstitutetInstitutet
Cell: + 46 (0)70 737 Cell: + 46 (0)70 737 52 9052 90
EmailEmail: : livheim@gmail.comlivheim@gmail.com


